Many students speak out for condoms on campus

by ANASTASIA B. CUSTER
Senior Reporter

Like most controversial issues, it isn't just a matter of black and white. As condoms come in all shapes and sizes, so does campus reaction.

At Marist, students blame the administration because Murattery won't back down — short of a revolt by student government and I don't see that happening," Josh Mordvin, a senior from Long Island, N.Y., said.

In addition, many students said convenience was a main reason why the school should sell condoms.

"There is a reason there is Estax and food in the bookstore. They are common. Well sex is common too. If they can provide max pads — then they provide personal things. It is the responsibility of the college to provide convenience. They are all convenience items. Am I wrong?", said Jennifer Kelley, a junior and resident assistant from Dracut, MA.

One student claimed Marist was not only selling condoms in the administration has been pretty positive, the 20-year-old incumbent of Licari's leadership has been...
**Jellyfish mixes its many influences into a sugary treat**

Pursuing his many musicians for something sugary and sweet, the director Tony Bill definitely knows how to play to his audience. "Once upon a time..." Once again, break out the tissues. "Once upon a time..."

I have seen the transformation of the art of film-making. The one thing that bothers me is a movie that lasts an hour; by that time my胃 is already full. Two of the daughters are always being perfect and that-a happy ending is not always to be expected. People will walk away from this movie with a feeling of regret and loss. People will walk away from this movie with a feeling of regret and loss. They have no idea what they are in for. People will walk away from this movie with a feeling of regret and loss. They have no idea what they are in for. People will walk away from this movie with a feeling of regret and loss. They have no idea what they are in for. People will walk away from this movie with a feeling of regret and loss. They have no idea what they are in for.

**Students rate paper favorably and consistently**

**Laffin tackler Lear role**

I accept no Dean Laffin as a senior who is on the staff. He is doing a good job of putting out a paper that is informative, well-written, and well-researched. I am very impressed with his ability to put together a cohesive and engaging piece of writing. He has a good understanding of the subject matter and is able to present it in a clear and concise manner.

**Lectures and schedules**

The time is 5:30 p.m. and the class is scheduled to begin. Students begin arriving, looking a bit disheveled after a long day of classes. The professor, a middle-aged man with short, dark hair, walks into the classroom and begins to speak.
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Marist negligence

Condons on campus implies approval

Marist has a responsibility to make the campus as safe as possible, and condom availability is one way to do it. By offering free condoms, Marist is acknowledging that they are aware of the problem and are willing to take steps to address it.

Michael Mosebach, Senior
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The men's volleyball club managed to do something it has done only one other time.

**SPORTS**

**SCHEDULE**

continued from page 2

JUNIOR SEMI-FINAL FEBRUARY 26th, 9pm-1am at Radisson Hotel
$10 per person, $15 per couple, $30 for a group of 5
Tickets on sale at 1, 7-240 in Dyson

**PATTERSON**

continued from page 1

**BBALL**

**KIRK & LOUGHRAN Attorneys at Law**

Criminal Law
Civil Law
Vehicle and Traffic

90 Market Street
Poughkeepsie
914-471-8181
Available 24 Hours

**FIREHART**

continued from page 1

"I don't see SGA as the students running the place," said Rinehart, who plans to survey the student body after the semester to get feedback which he believes are needed to face the new challenges that are coming to the Marist community. "We need to do a survey project, an improvement project."

"There are people who have given us some ideas about problems on campus, but we can't always form an organization."

"There are people who don't want to give their names, and so we may not have enough confidence with them and what's going on in the administration, and students and what sort of issues we have with students, and what sort of problems we have with Marist people-who don't want to give their names, and so we may not have enough confidence with them, and what sort of issues we have with the administration, and students and what sort of problems we have with Marist people."

"We need to work out to the students who are not allowed to do that, and that's one way to work it out," said Rinehart. The candidate said he is ready to take the initiative if the student body gives him the opportunity.

"I'm not going to do anything without SGA (Student Government Association) because that's the organization, and we have to work with it."
Foxes beat LIU up record to .500

by TED HOLMLUND
Sports Editor

The men's basketball team had not reached this level. Picked to finish second in the Northeast Conference pre-season poll, the Red Foxes had been a disappointment to many.

Things are beginning to change. Marist won third straight game defeating Long Island University 107-90 to up its record to 300 (13-2) for the first time all season. With the victory, the team is now 8-6 in NEC play.

The 105 points is the team's highest total this year.

Although the team is third on three road games on the New York road swing. Currently, the Red Foxes are in fourth place in the NEC behind Wagner (19-9), Wagner (18-10) and Mount St. Mary's (13-10). If the season ended today, the team would host a first-round NEC Tournament game at the gym.

Senior Fred Ingles led the Red Foxes attack with a season-high 31 points on 13-14 shooting and grabbed 13 rebounds. Fellow senior Sean James poured in 19 points on 8-13 shooting and handed out seven assists.

Danny Basile, who is seeing most of the time at point guard lately because junior Dustin Dusab has been sick, scored 13 points and handed out seven assists.

Marist has also to slow down Bobby Hopson and Quincy Lewis a team in the thick of the in the The inside game was not much

The Red Foxes will face a key conference test tonight when they travel to Wagner to play the second place Seahawks.

Despite the season-high scoring, the Red Foxes seemed to believe they could win the game.

"Freshman isn't peaked yet. I have a feeling we're going to win," he said. "We have to keep their big men off the boards.""The biggest man for the Red Foxes to stop Thursday was 6-10-inch center Miladin Mutavdzic who is one of Wagner's leading scorers.

Marist will also have to slow down Bobby Hopson and Quincy Lewis a team in the thick of the

Dr. Charlie Vogel was the year right? Not. This year

The Red Foxes' outside guns were kept quiet. Fields and junior Cindy Carroll were held to 10 points apiece. Marist, however, was unable to capitalize on her absence.

Fellow post players Stacey Dengler, Tara Walsh and Andrea Mcxy combined for only 12 points. Keys also pointed to poor interior defense as a reason for the loss.

"They penetrated all night on us and that killed us," said Keys. "We also didn't shoot well and that didn't help, either." The Foxes shot 40% for the entire game, including a 36% clip in the final 20 minutes.

Keys' performance was impressive considering she was maturing up against LIU's Connie Williams, one of the strongest players in the Northeast Conference.

"I think she's the one player in the league that has pushed me around more than I've pushed her around," marvelled Keys. Williams still managed to burn through the Foxes for 12 points and seven rebounds despite sitting on the bench for seven minutes in the second half.

Walsh finished with 10 points, Fields scored 18 after having only two at the break, Dengler added 13 points and nine boards and Carroll combined for 10 points.

"We couldn't have better," admitted Babineau, "I don't feel we did everything well in the first half, especially the free throws."